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To say that Archibald opened doors for us would be only half true. Better to say that 

in our family's story he remains a significant footnote. 

  Archibald was a tortoise, named for his scaly prehistoric head which was also 

a racy bright yellow, as were his feet. His shell was ridged and horny with what looked 

like yellow paint splodges here and there, such were the characteristics of his breed. 

Archibald originated in the Venezuelan rainforest and now made do with a poor 

mound of chalk-scrabbled earth and scrub under a walnut tree in our north-facing 

suburban garden. At the time my brother, Norman, and I assumed he was as young 

as we were, although it was entirely possible that he was at least two decades older 

than the retired and widowed prison clerk, Jean, who lived alone next door in a house 

that smelled of gravy, and who looked after him when we were away camping. She 

called him her little chappie. 

 Rainforest tortoises cannot thrive in daytime temperatures below 25 degrees 

centigrade and so what Norman and I imagined to be a contented if uneventful 

existence amongst the hydrangea was, for Archibald, a nigh insupportable burden of 

foisted misery, cruelly protracted by our goodwill and readiness to feed him Dutch 

salad tomatoes.  We placed them coaxingly, pips spilling from their jellied sacs, 

quartered and halved again, onto the bristly lawn, a thumb's length away from his 

head end and watched as he emerged, resolute, to puncture the orangey-red flesh 

with his odd reptilian beak. We felt the thrill of our two worlds meeting, and the 

power we sensed as we watched our proffered titbits play their part in nature's 

mysterious cycle quite disguised to us the truth that he would have been much 

happier elsewhere. 

 That something so slow could come out of Venezuela was an undeniable part 

of Archibald's mystique. In Venezuela you wore hotpants by order, and the new high-

rise blocks that zipped themselves so smartly into the steaming skies above Caracas 



   

   

did so with all the confidence and speed of a country rapidly turning its oil into hard 

cash. They talked fast there, too. Whenever Consuela called from the office, her voice 

clattered down the line as if a tube train were emerging from a tunnel straight into 

our kitchen. Dad would hold the receiver just shy of his ear and mutter 'Si, no, bueno' 

and, from time to time, 'Chuta!' 

 Archibald came to England by air in a very large and ancient crocodile skin bag 

that seemed to yawn open with the last gasp of the deceased when you undid its 

strong, brass clasp. 'Trust me,' said Dad, who had some experience, 'no self-

respecting customs official would dream of touching this. It looks too much like a 

ploy. A decoy.' And so, as exhausted tourists queued patiently to open their dull, 

synthetic hold-alls, the two travellers passed unhindered through the green channel: 

Dad, six-foot-six, swinging More-Granny's gruesome valise and Archibald, burrowed 

deep amongst socks and underpants, steadily shredding small strips of lettuce in the 

dark and excreting them in a series of neat, olive-coloured turds. 

 For three or four years Archibald unthrived in our garden. To help him survive 

the winter we packed him in a box full of straw, wrapped the whole thing in an old 

blanket and put it in the shed to keep him away from the frost. His heart would slow 

to an occasional slight stir. (We’d read this in Captive Reptiles. We didn't actually 

have the apparatus for measuring a tortoise's heartbeat, much less locating it.)  

Consequently, his body cooled (again, from the book - nobody wanted to put their 

finger in to find out).   

Hibernation seemed to suit him; it was a break in the routine. But one spring 

we opened the shed door to the rank smell of rotten fish and a desperate chorus of 

bluebottles, hurling themselves at the small perspex window, while their squirming 

offspring busied themselves inside the remaining soft parts of our former pet. 

 Norman was sick. 

  I know. Norman is a pretty weird name. They are a feature of our family. I am 

normal. I am Louise. My dad's name is Leslie, for heaven's sake, and my mum, Nell, 

had a friend called Wendy who had been ravished by Joy. Actually, that's not quite 

true, Wendy had been ravished by joy – small 'j' – and came round to share it with us 



   

   

one Saturday morning later that spring, shortly after Archibald had been filled with 

cement and turned into a doorstop.  Dad was on the phone to Venezuela and so 

Wendy's breathless account of her Tuesday night paracletial visitation in the parish 

rooms was accompanied by coffee cups settling politely down in their saucers, Mum's 

occasional 'Really? I see', Dad's  'Si, no, bueno' and 'Chuta!' and Consuela's teeth 

going like a sewing machine thousands of miles away.  

 It was when Dad put the phone down that she said it. 'Leslie!' she beamed, 'I've 

been ravished by Joy.' 

 'Kids!' he called to the wall, 'Get your swimming things. We'll go in the car.' 

 He put his hand on Mum's shoulder like a man on the last ham sandwich and 

said  'Well, Wendy, I don't know what to say.' 

 Wendy smiled one of her Nice biscuit smiles. 

 'Nell,' said Dad, 'why don't you take yourself out shopping this morning. Buy 

whatever you like.' 

 'Leslie!'  

 He'd said it in the way that meant: please buy a new dress, some underwear 

that is barely fit for purpose and a pair of shoes you can't go anywhere in. 

 'And when you get back, we'll have a big barbecue lunch. Spare ribs, chops, 

kebabs ...' 

 'Wendy's a vegetarian.' 

 'Shame.' 

 'Things must be going well in Venezuela,' said Wendy. 

 'Well, as a matter of fact ...' 

 'Louise!' shouted Norman from the bathroom, 'Have you nicked my goggles?' 

 I'd never had any desire to borrow my brother's goggles – I would have caught 

acne, probably – neither was there any nefarious girl-purpose to which I would have 

wanted to put them. Even as a pair of conjoined, Roman-style lavatories for 

Sylvanians they would have been unsatisfactory because they do not sit down flat. 

 'They're under the sink!' I yelled. 

 'Don't yell, Louise.' 



   

   

 'But Mum...' 

 'What sink? They're not up here.'  

 'Can you come down here and sort it out, Norman?' 

 'The one down here!' 

 'Louise!' 

 'Where are you?' 

 'Christ Almighty, Norman!' said Dad. 

 'Leslie!' said Mum, pointing.  'Wendy!' 

 'What the hell is wrong with Wendy?' 

 'In the kitchen!' 

 'Don't mind me,' said Wendy. 'Never happier. Precious years, Nell!' 

 'Louise!  Will you please stop shouting!' 

 'Such precious years.' 

 Are you getting the picture? 

 

 When things were going well in Venezuela we were an advertisement family. 

Mum's handbag matched her shoes, we went out for picnics in nearby playing fields 

and to the cinema. We wore our clean tennis kits to the local club on a Sunday 

morning, grinned over the dining table at gigantic roast chickens, rode bikes along 

the river, played ping pong noisily in the garage. One Christmas Dad even bought a 

sousaphone, partly as a joke, and I learned to play it by inserting myself through the 

central coil and propping myself up against the wall. We had cameras, Hi-Fis, meals 

out, clothes, more clothes and a vast quantity of imported American bubblegum 

(Norman's - he sent off for it from the back of a magazine). 

 When things weren't going so well we ate stew and watched television 

indiscriminately. 'Your father's paid the licence at least,' said Mum, 'so you might as 

well make the most of it.' 

 On that Saturday, after Norman had fished his goggles out from under the 

kitchen sink, and Dad stood waiting, twirling his trunks thoughtfully around his 

finger before letting them drop down over his hand like a limp bat, Wendy spoke 



   

   

gently into the silence. 

 'Such a gorgeous blouse, Nell. I love the way you've got it toning in.' 

 I don't remember exactly what happened after that, but we were very soon back 

to stew and television. It was peaceful. Venezuela didn't call because Dad was usually 

there, sorting it out. Mum went out quite a bit in the evenings, often with Wendy, 

who would hover outside the front door, pretending to admire the rockery we'd built 

around the pond last time Dad was home. Mum would get ready to come down, 

calling out to us down the hallway, 'Everything OK, Norman? Louise?' 

 We were happy to be left sprawled in front of Casualty as Mum and Wendy 

drove away, the benign breath of adult supervision subsiding gently from the house 

after them. 

 There had been a bottle of sherry in the back of the cupboard for as long as 

anyone could remember. What nobody but Norman and I knew was that the original 

contents had been replaced long ago, and many times since, from a supply hidden 

inside a cardboard tube at the back of Norman's wardrobe and carefully introduced 

by way of a plastic funnel. Early on we considered simply switching the bottle as 

necessary, but the supermarket underwent a re-branding and the label was changed, 

noticeably we thought, from blue to green. The bottle in the cupboard remained just 

over three quarters' full in perpetuity. It was my job to fetch it. 

 In case you have never played the game of Casualty, here are the rules. Watch 

the opening scenes carefully, taking full note of location, characters, props etc., then 

predict the accident and the injuries that result. If your prediction is correct, drink 

one finger of sherry. We measured with Norman's fingers because they were the 

fattest. If you can accurately identify the injuries before they are mentioned by a 

member of the cast, you drink another. This is pretty easy except in cases of 

unexpected intervention: escaped zoo animals, for example, or terrorist attack.   If a 

patient suffers cardiac arrest, you may drink one finger for every charge of the 

defibrillator. This is quite a good one, as they usually throw the switch at least three 

times, but spillage is a hazard at this very fast-moving stage of the game.  If anyone 

says 'I'm afraid he/she isn't going to make it,' you pull the back of your jumper over 



   

   

your head so that your foreshortened arms hang down like a couple of taps, take a 

mouthful and gargle the opening bars of Chopin's Funeral March before swallowing. 

  

 The sherry had a comforting smell: jam and sideboards. On television, the time 

passed pleasantly in the familiar litany of injury, violence, trauma and reconciliation. 

Stretchers were trundled in and out, conversations went on, three abreast, in busy 

corridors. Here was a world that, whatever you threw at it, would carry on crashing 

through its swing doors, washing its hands briskly under long-armed taps; a world in 

which a single, decisive crisis had the power to galvanize. Once the alarm sounded, 

everyone was fully present – staff, patients, relatives, all unquestioningly there – and 

however big the mess, they could clear it all up in thirty minutes.  

 Afterwards, I drifted, soothed, upstairs to bed, and in my sleep skipped in slow 

motion through wild-flower meadows, with a carton of wholesome fruit yoghurt in 

my hand and a smiling parent at each shoulder. 

 Dad returned unannounced from Venezuela.  

 'Sorry,' he said, unshaven, at the front door. 'It's just the way things have turned 

out.'  

 Behind him in the road, her tanned buttocks peeping from a pair of frayed 

denim shorts as she opened the boot of the hire car, was Consuela.  Her pink v-necked 

tee shirt rode up to reveal a solid, waist-less midriff. 

 'A lot of eggs they eat over there,' said Wendy, visiting again.  'A very high 

protein diet, apparently.' 

  A pair of bright yellow cork wedges gave Consuela the height she naturally 

lacked. Her lips, when she turned to smile and wave at us, were two bewildered snails 

turned out of their homes.  

 'Welcome home, Leslie!' said Wendy, propping open the front door and 

stepping out towards the car. 'Let me give you a hand with those. Norman, run and 

tell your mum he's back.'  

 For someone who claimed to be spiritually enhanced, Wendy could be 

disappointingly dim. 



   

   

 'Leslee!'  Consuela jumped back suddenly from the car and stood shrieking 

from the curb. 'Leslee!'  

 I remember thinking that, to her, his name must have sounded exotic.  

 She had Dad's famous crock-skin bag gaping open on the pavement, the empty 

arm of his shirt spilling over the side, while she danced about as if the road itself were 

red hot, lifting her feet and checking the soles of her shoes. 'Ayuda me! Ayuda me!'

   

Dad ran up the path towards the car and pushed Wendy, with some force, away 

from her intended target, the rear passenger door, whence, she no doubt expected, 

she’d help bring in a selection of homecoming gifts for the family.  She toppled 

backwards out of view.  

 Dad took a quick look in the bag before shutting the clasp. 

 'Tell your mother not to ...' 

 'Not to what?' said Mum, appearing in time to see her husband flinging another 

woman's intimate apparel straight from the car boot into a heap in the gutter. 

 'Can somebody please tell me what on earth is going on?'  

 Wendy, in the hedge, screamed. 

 'Don't worry, Wendy, it can't harm you.' Dad sounded unconvinced. 

 We found her propped amongst the foliage in a sitting position, her legs 

sticking straight out onto the pavement. She had turned white and was reciting 

insensibly as a portion of a very large snake slid idly over her middle.  

 'The-Lord-is-my-shepherd-I-shall-not-want-he-makes-me-to-lie-down-in-

green-pastures ...' 

 'OK,' said Mum. 'You are sitting in a hedge, Wendy, and that is an anaconda. 

Leslie, will you never learn?' 

 'It's only trying to get to the pond. It can smell it.'  

 'He-leadeth-me-by-still-waters …' 

 'Do you get some kind of thrill bringing them here? Where do you think it's 

going to live? What the hell will we feed it on?' 

 'I hadn't really thought ...' 



   

   

 'He-restoreth-my-soul-he-leadeth-me-in-the-paths-of-righteousness ...' 

 'No, you never do. I suppose you want me to find a home for her as well.' Mum 

pointed fiercely at Consuela, who was now rubbing her arms and shivering, her 

charm bracelet jingling cheerily whatever.  She was not appropriately dressed for the 

climate. 

 'Actually, Consuela and I are, well we're ... Sorry, Nell. I didn't mean to tell you 

like this.' 

 Wendy's eyes had started to roll.   

  'Don't worry, Wendy,' said Dad, 'they only crush.' 

 'How long?'  

 'It's only about four foot, Mum,' came Norman's voice from the rockery. 'It's an 

immature female.' 

 'Yea-though-I-walk-through-the-valley-of-the-shadow-of ... Oh!' 

 There was a sickening crack from behind the hedge, the sound of something 

shattering. The thing in Wendy's lap made a muscular lurch, this way, that way, like 

a  leg shaking itself free of cramp. Then it hung there, heavy and still. 

 'Got it!' shouted Norman. In his shorts, he stood astride the mess of the snake's 

smashed head, a lump of bloodied concrete in his hands. Shards of tortoiseshell were 

sprayed over the rockery, one large piece floating in the pond, another smaller piece 

lodged briefly in his knee like shrapnel before dropping out into a clump of asters. 

Blood flowed. 

 Once Dad had taken the last of his things, nobody mentioned Venezuela, 

although we occasionally heard the familiar rat-a-tat-tat of Consuela's voice … in a 

shop, behind us in the street, on a bus. It wasn't just us that would turn around to 

stare: Spanish is not much spoken where we live and her dress sense had a tendency 

to alarm. Dad would greet us, rather feebly, his suit permanently crumpled as if he'd 

slept in it, his despondent expression casting short into the ocean that now separated 

us. 

 Wendy, having understandably stayed away, started to call round again, 

cautiously at first, 'just looking in' as she said. But after a couple of months she’d 



   

   

resumed her place at the end of the kitchen table on Saturday mornings, saying things 

like 'Share it, Nell. It'll do you the world of good' in a voice that ran on as quietly as 

caster sugar from a spoon. 

 In the absence of Archibald the front door frequently blew shut in the wind and 

inevitably one evening, when Mum was out with Wendy at aerobics ('Something's got 

to give, Nell!') Norman and I found ourselves locked out and sheltering next door in 

Jean's living room, lolling in her two-seater sofa in front of the electric fire.  To one 

side of the rug sat a life-size miniature Yorkie in porcelain. Jean’s own wing-backed 

chair was stained with egg on one arm. 

 'Don't mind the telly on, will you,' said Jean, disappearing briefly into the 

kitchen, 'It's that lovely nurse Charlie in a minute. I like a man in a uniform.'  

  The mantelpiece, a single short beam of varnished pine that had been screwed 

to the wall for effect, was cluttered with unframed photographs that curled at the 

edges – people who looked a little like Jean and others who looked nothing like Jean 

at all: children, teenagers, adults, dogs, a couple of elderly Edwardians at the seaside. 

In the far corner of the room stood a little glass-fronted walnut cabinet with squat, 

claw-like legs.  Inside it, carefully arranged on the bright glass shelves, was a 

collection of tiny bone china animals, a dolls' china tea set in lapis blue with delicate 

gilt handles and three rows of crystal glasses, diminishing in size from the back of the 

shelf to the front.  

 Jean reappeared as the familiar, underpowered, synthesised title music 

squeezed from the set. She took three small glasses from the cabinet, arranged them 

on an occasional table and pulled the stopper from the bottle she held under her arm. 

 'Right then, you two,' she said, pouring evenly. She handed round the glasses 

and held hers aloft, her hand trembling. 'A toast. To absent friends.' She looked down 

for a moment at the foot of the door, wedged open on the thick carpet.  

 'And now,' she said, pouring another and settling down into her chair, 'I 

wonder if we might play a little game I know?' 
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